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(T is ~the. laborat.ory,kinetic e~ergy), and
is one of the · NN ( t-channel) spin-triplet transition amplitudes.
1
Thus the four independent experimental cross· sections ·can be expressed in terms-· of the four functions g(P, I)
. as··
PP . , p..,.s.
. -:s .
• -.
.·•.
.. :
';
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The above results aregeneral;Ly valid and apply at all energies. lurictions directly related to f'_ol:'ir experim~nt~l. quantities;··_ nameiy:
---.g(-.;0)
pn ., Once the energy dependence of the functions g(P, I) is known, these functions can be analyzed in terms of any specific model t:
• ."·: .;. 
···.·.· .
... ·.
•;, .. Note that of the twelve possible sets of trajectory quantum numbers coupled to the NN system, 3 only the above four contribute 
;. '
where B = j3ei1!CX is the modified residue· of:the trajectory •. · . Incidentally,·note tbat.from E~s.(3); in. contrast to ,.
...
. ~ , ..
, UCRL-11192 _ In. co~clusion; Eq;(4): offers a simple and .systemati~.
scheme. for analyzing theoretical models in. ·terms of 'the ex:peri-
mental cross sections.·
• ~
• !•.
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